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GuardiansoftheGalaxyVol2movieshd720pinhindi. . .A man
in eastern China tried to smuggle a dead body into the
country on a passenger jet because he was "terrified" the
law would catch him, state media has reported. Key points:
The man was travelling to Beijing on Saturday when his
body was detected by the cabin crew The man was
travelling to Beijing on Saturday when his body was
detected by the cabin crew He was stopped at the Beijing
Airport and taken for further questioning He was stopped
at the Beijing Airport and taken for further questioning
Police said the man was afraid the law would catch him
and wanted to escape it The unnamed man, 31, was
travelling to Beijing to visit relatives on Saturday when the
body was found by the cabin crew during a routine check,
the Global Times reported. He was stopped at the Beijing
Airport and taken for further questioning. "Police said the
man was afraid the law would catch him and wanted to



escape it, and that he was a Chinese national with no legal
status in the country," the paper reported. The man's
identity was not revealed, but it was reported that he had
worked in the oil and gas industry. Body found on plane in
China is believed to be the third in recent weeks It is
believed to be the third instance of a passenger attempting
to smuggle a body into China this year. Earlier this month,
the bodies of two Nigerian women were discovered on a
flight from Malaysia to Beijing. The Chinese authorities
said in a statement the deaths of the two women were
being investigated, but it was unclear if the f988f36e3a
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